


Tribute is now a fully integrated part of the Auto-Trail family. 
Built in our state of the art UK production facility, we’re using 
advanced construction techniques to create stylish, distinctive 
and practical compact leisure vehicles that are built to last and 
always ready for adventure.

Sleek and stylish interiors provide the perfect base for your 
travels, and the Driver’s pack gives you the option to include 
even more little luxuries, while the responsive engines let you 
tackle both country roads and motorways with equal ease. 

Adaptable, affordable and agile, a Tribute enables you to make 
the most of every day and enjoy an active outdoor lifestyle with 
the ones you love.

The  
TRIBUTE 
Range

Find out more...
Visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

for technical specification, model features,  
internal pictures and a wide variety of information.

3
models
available

12   

2
berths



Tribute 680
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TRIBUTE highlights

å 3 models available on 5.99m & 6.3m platforms 

å New designer worktops 

å New luxury upholstery scheme 

å Complementary coloured locker doors 

å Driver’s pack available 

å Energy efficient LED lighting 

Find out more, visit www.auto-trail.co.uk/range/tribute



Tribute 680

Tribute 669 Tribute 669/670/680
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Tribute 680
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Calm, classic colours 

The natural tones of our Tia upholstery  
bring a calming feel to your Tribute.  
Active lifestyles require practical, durable 
fabrics, and these high quality soft furnishings 
are easy to keep clean, keeping your pride  
and joy in pristine condition for longer. 

å 5 year habitation warranty 

å 10 year construction integrity warranty 

å 25ltr underslung LPG gas tank 

å Fridge with removable freezer compartment 

å Drop down washroom sink 

å 3 burner hob and oven 

å Colour reversing camera (Drivers pack) 

å Cab air conditioning (Drivers pack) 

å Driver and passenger swivel seats (Drivers pack) 

å Steering wheel control (Drivers pack) 

SOFT 
FURNISHINGS 

FEATURES

Bound edge carpets and vinyl 
cushioned flooring throughout.TIA - Comes as standard with Tribute. 



669
4

4 

115 BHP (as standard)

3500kgs

5.99m (19’7”) x 2.27m (7’5”) (L x W)

670
2

4 

115 BHP (as standard)

3500kgs

5.99m (19’7”) x 2.27m (7’5”) (L x W)

680
2 

4 

115 BHP (as standard)

3500kgs

6.30m (20’7”) x 2.27m (7’5”) (L x W)

FLOORPLANS 18   

Find out more...
Visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

for technical specification, model features,  
internal pictures and a wide variety of information.

FEATURES

Tribute 680





Whether you’re new to motorhoming, or ready to accommodate 
a growing family in a more spacious leisure vehicle, a coachbuilt 
Tribute offers a wide choice of features and layouts so you will 
find your perfect home-from-home.

There is no compromise on quality; functional fitted kitchens 
and well-equipped shower and washrooms create practical 
living spaces and with models which offer berths for up to six 
people, these versatile models are amazing value for money.

Whether you’re heading off for action packed adventures,  
or seeking serene surroundings for a relaxing retreat,  
a Tribute motorhome allows you to live your lifestyle in  
comfort and convenience. 

The  
TRIBUTE 
Range

Find out more...
Visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

for technical specification, model features,  
internal pictures and a wide variety of information.

7
models
available

20   

2-6
berths



Tribute T-720
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TRIBUTE highlights

å 7 layouts available - length ranging from 6.34m-7.25m 

å New designer worktops 

å New luxury upholstery scheme 

å Complementary coloured locker doors 

å New body construction 

å Drivers and Lux packs available

Find out more, visit www.auto-trail.co.uk/range/tribute



Tribute T-620 Tribute T-726
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Tribute T-736



Setting the scene for style 

Your Tribute comes with the Tia range of soft furnishings 
as standard. The high quality fabrics in neutral shades 
create the perfect canvas for you to personalise your 
motorhome with your own accessories to reflect your 
style and personality.

å 5 year habitation warranty 

å 10 year construction integrity warranty 

å Fridge with removable freezer compartment 

å 3 burner hob and oven 

å Colour reversing camera (Drivers pack) 

å Cab air conditioning (Drivers pack) 

å Driver and passenger swivel seats (Drivers pack) 

å Pleated cab, driver and passenger blinds (Lux pack) 

å Fully fitted microwave with steel surround (Lux pack) 

å Electric Omni step (Lux pack) 

FEATURES

Bound edge carpets (Lux pack) and 
vinyl cushioned flooring throughout.TIA - Comes as standard with Tribute. 

SOFT 
FURNISHINGS 



T-615
2 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

2 

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

6.34m (20’9”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

T-715
4 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

2 (+2 with half dinette option)

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

7.06m (23’2”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

T-720

T-620

4 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

4 

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

7.06m (23’2”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

2 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

4 

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

6.34m (20’9”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

T-726

T-736T-625

4 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

4 (+2 with DD & RFSB option)

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

7.06m (23’2”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

4 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

4 (+2 with DD & RFSB option)

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

7.25m (23’9”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)

2 (+2 with Hi-Line profile)

2 

130 BHP (as standard)

3500/3650kgs

6.34m (20’9”) x 2.35m (7’9”) (L x W)
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Find out more...
Visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

for technical specification, model features,  
internal pictures and a wide variety of information.




